
 
 

The 

MICHAEL JAMES REED 
s t u d i o 

---- 
Coaching and Study for the Professional Actor. 

 
 

On-Camera Acting & Auditioning Workshop 
 

Intro Level  |  3-hour  |  $65 
 

Saturday, April 21, 2018 
10am to 1pm (ages 16 and under) or 2pm to 5pm (ages 17 and over) 

2324 Marconi Blvd, St. Louis 63110 (free parking!) 
-  Reservation & deposit required -  

 

 

In this 3-hour workshop, we will explore the basic elements to truthful, engaging and emotionally full 
on-camera acting. We will look at what it takes to not only effectively act for the camera, but in 
particular, how to audition for the camera, whether you self-tape or have an opportunity to be in the 
room with casting agents, directors or producers.  By focusing on the audition process, you will gain an 
understanding of some basic camera techniques expected of you in the bigger markets of Chicago, Los 
Angeles and New York, and how to present your skills effectively and successfully when auditioning. 
For actors looking to increase their bookings while here in St. Louis, and especially for those wondering 
what it takes to succeed in the larger markets, this will be an invaluable opportunity to learn from 
someone who has been a working actor in London, New York and Los Angeles for over 30 years. The 
workshop will cover: 
 
 
 
  

•  
 

 
 

 
Class size is limited. Please email studio@michaeljamesreed.com to reserve a spot. 

www.michaeljamesreed.com 

• Stage to screen 
 

• Self-taping • Auditioning for big jobs 

• Audition prep • Hollywood 101 • Techniques & tricks 
 

Michael loves sharing his knowledge with actors of all ages, having an 
impact on students at any stage of their careers, and providing 
performers with real and practical tools to succeed in the casting office, 
screen or stage. He has been acting professionally for over 30 years and 
his experience in the markets of Los Angeles and New York is 
unmatched in St. Louis, which he is proud to now call home. He has 
appeared more than 25 times in primetime dramas and sitcoms, 
including “Chicago P.D.,” “24,” “The Shield,” “Six Feet Under,” “King 
of Queens,” and “That '70s Show.” Michael also appeared in numerous 
daytime soap operas, as well as a multitude of national, regional and 
local television commercials. In theatre, Michael has appeared both on 
and off Broadway, as well as with many of the country’s top regional 
theatres. Michael has often been seen on St. Louis stages, including The 
Rep, Shakespeare Festival St. Louis and The MUNY.  
 


